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Rules «FBBSI GRAND PRIX 2020»  
 

Points awarding and Special Cup 2020 for the BOB to be win at each of the following shows: 

 

1. GWS Swisscup, Niederlenz (CH), sun 19th April 2020 

2. HGK Clubshow, Tromsö (NO), sat 13rd June 2020 

3. GWS IHA Aarau, Aarau (CH), sun 14th June 2020 

4. BVWS NordCup, Jürgenstorf (DE), sat 27. June 2020 

5. FBBSI WINNER CUP, HGK Clubshow, near Oslo (NO), sat 8th August 2020 

6. BVWS Frakensieger, Nürnberg (DE), sat 19th September 2020 

7. BBS KTK Clubshow, Komárom (HU), sat 3rd October 2020 

 

Subject to alterations. 

 

Participant 

1. The Special Cup 2020 for the BOB will be awarded at all of the shows mentioned above, after verifying the dog’s 
pedigree, and to dogs with correct descent, independent from a membership to FBBSI. 
 
2. However, at the competition of the year only WSSD may take part, whose owners belong to a breeding membership 

or breeders club of FBBSI and who took part at least at two of the shows mentioned above. The owners are responsible 

for the administration of their points and submission of the results to the FBBSI office in time. Only points given by at 

least two different judges will count. 

 

Points awarding 

JCAC resp. Youth winner 5 Points 

CAC         5 Points 

VetCAC resp. Veteran winner  5 Points 

All ResCAC      3 Points 

BOS additionally +  5 Points 

BOB additionally +  7 Points 

  

If there is a country where a CAC will not be awarded the ex1 will count. Show categories of each national association, 

the results and points will count for GP and WINNER CUP. WSSD shown in the Baby- and the Puppy-classes will not 

participate in the ranking. Only one CAC per WSSD will count for each exhibition, even if several CAC for the same 

WSSD may be awarded at one exhibition. 

 

Winner in the annual competition: «Winner FBBSI GRAND PRIX 2020» 

Results must be submitted to the FBBSI office by November 30, 2020. Later submissions will not be considered. 

 

In separate competitions, the «Best male» and «Best female» titles will be awarded to the dog and bitch with the highest 

score, respectively. The title «WINNER FBBSI GP 2020» will be awarded to the WSSD with the highest total score. The 

title «VICE Winner FBBSI GP 2020» goes to the BOS. If scores are on par, the titles go to the WSSD with more 

participations at shows. If participations are on par then the title goes to the older WSSD.  

 

After evaluation and confirmation of results and pedigree submitted, the winning WSSDs will receive a certificate and 

cup: 

 

«Winner» = WSSD with the absolute highest score = big cup 

«Vice Winner» = BOS with the highest score = a bit smaller cup 

 

The decisions made by the Office are final and unimpeachable. The winners of the annual competition will be published 

on the FFBSI Website. Prices that cannot be awarded within two years will lapse without substitution. 

  
  
  
  


